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Building Area: (sf)
900

Cost per Square Foot: 
$21/sf

Construction Cost
$19,000

Date of Completion:
June 2018

Program Summary:
Special needs oriented zip line launch and landing structures 
including a “tree house” and climbing tower.  

Program Statement:
This 712 foot zip line and support structures at a camp for children 
with special needs encourages participants to embrace the thrilling 
experience of flight. 
At the “launch”, dramatic steel walls gesture skyward, visually 
obscuring and revealing the zip-line. The varied deck facilitates safe 
loading, and a pivoting swing-arm allows wheelchair bound campers 
to be hoisted up, swiveled into position, and transferred onto the zip 
line. Riders unload at the “tree house” which extends horizontally as 
the land falls away. Campers then find themselves on an elevated 
perch overlooking a stream where they can observe a multitude of 
flora and fauna. A floor hatch provides access to the ground below, 
reinforcing the feeling of “tree house”. A 50’ tall steel tower signifies 
flight and offers an accessible ropes course challenge. The brave are 
rewarded with a dramatic view of the horizon from the treetops.

The project is inspired by a parable in which two peregrine falcons 
are gifted to a king who admired the birds for their speed, power and 
grace. One of the falcons, however, simply would not fly. After many 
unsuccessful attempts by experts to remedy this, the king was visited 
by a peasant who claimed she could get the falcon to fly. Upon 
seeing the second falcon high in the air, the king implored “How?!”

“Simply by cutting the branch the bird was resting on. Some souls,” 
she said, “need to be reminded they have wings.” 



A125.02
This 712 foot zip line and support 
structures at a camp for children with 
special needs encourages 
participants to embrace the thrilling 
experience of flight. 
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A125.03
The varied deck facilitates safe 
loading, and a pivoting swing-arm 
allows wheelchair bound campers to 
be hoisted up, swiveled into position, 
and transferred onto the zip line. 
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A125.04
The varied deck facilitates safe 
loading, and a pivoting swing-arm 
allows wheelchair bound campers to 
be hoisted up, swiveled into position, 
and transferred onto the zip line. 



A125.05
The varied deck facilitates safe 
loading, and a pivoting swing-arm 
allows wheelchair bound campers to 
be hoisted up, swiveled into position, 
and transferred onto the zip line. 
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The varied deck facilitates safe 
loading, and a pivoting swing-arm 
allows wheelchair bound campers to 
be hoisted up, swiveled into position, 
and transferred onto the zip line. 
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A125.07
Riders unload at the “tree house” 
which extends horizontally as the 
land falls away. Campers then find 
themselves on an elevated perch 
overlooking a stream where they can 
observe a multitude of flora and 
fauna. 



A125.08
Riders unload at the “tree house” 
which extends horizontally as the 
land falls away. Campers then find 
themselves on an elevated perch 
overlooking a stream where they can 
observe a multitude of flora and 
fauna. 



A125.09
A floor hatch provides access to the 
ground below, reinforcing the feeling 
of “tree house”.
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A floor hatch provides access to the 
ground below, reinforcing the feeling 
of “tree house”.



A125.11
A 50’ tall steel tower signifies flight 
and offers an accessible ropes 
course challenge. The brave are 
rewarded with a dramatic view of the 
horizon from the treetops.



A125.12
The project is inspired by a parable 
in which two peregrine falcons are 
gifted to a king who admired the 
birds for their speed, power and 
grace. One of the falcons, however, 
simply would not fly. After many 
unsuccessful attempts by experts to 
remedy this, the king was visited by 
a peasant who claimed she could 
get the falcon to fly. Upon seeing the 
second falcon high in the air, the 
king implored “How?!”
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The project is inspired by a parable 
in which two peregrine falcons are 
gifted to a king who admired the 
birds for their speed, power and 
grace. One of the falcons, however, 
simply would not fly. After many 
unsuccessful attempts by experts to 
remedy this, the king was visited by 
a peasant who claimed she could 
get the falcon to fly. Upon seeing the 
second falcon high in the air, the 
king implored “How?!”

“Simply by cutting the branch the 
bird was resting on. Some souls,” 
she said, “need to be reminded they 
have wings.” 



Project Name:
Peregrine zip line & tree house

Project Location:
Camp Alabama in Choudrant, Louisiana

Owner/Client:
MedCamps of Louisiana

Architect(s) of Record:
ARCH 335 Louisiana Tech University Design 
Build, Robert Brooks, AIA Brad Deal, AIA

Project Team:
Robert Brooks
Brad Deal
Amanda Abadie
Anthony Ardoin
Ethan Carlisle
Devin Cashio
Khaki Coggins
Rachel Cowell
Jane Emory
Madison Hackworth
Jordy Head
Jacob Hunter
Will Johnson
Jennifer Jones
An Le

Landscape Architect:
N/A

Consultants:
Adventure Experiences Inc.

General Contractor:
ARCH 335 Louisiana Tech University Design 
Build, Robert Brooks, AIA Brad Deal, AIA
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